**Integrated action**: action that seeks to manage synergies and trade-offs across SDGs.
Why this CoP?

• To explore how integrated actions based on cooperation among multiple stakeholders across sectors, specialties, levels can accelerate SDG progress.

• Countdown to the SDG Summit webinar series showed that
  • Many individuals/entities working on SDG interlinkages,
  • Across different sectors, specialties, levels and contexts,
  • Typically, in a fragmented/partial way despite similar challenges.
What will this CoP do?

- This Community of Practice brings together academics, policy makers and practitioners to explore, refine, learn from each other about different integrated approaches that address synergies and trade-offs with a view to advance integrated actions for achieving the SDGs.

The Community of Practice will:

- **Share experience, knowledge, and scientific research** relating to integrated approaches to accelerate progress towards the SDGs.
- **Encourage a critical exchange of ideas** on research, in the interest of advancing the understanding and development of integrated policies and practices at all levels.
- **Share good practices in leveraging integrated approaches** amongst members and with a wider audience.
- **Identify areas for cooperation, including joint projects** and partnerships, to address current and emerging challenges raised in the CoP and to inform policy and practice.
- **Share and develop tool kits** to facilitate the implementation of integrated approaches and solutions.
Work programme

• **Initial phase** (completed): Webinar series that brought together experts to share recommendations on integrated actions for each SDG.

• **Current phase** (until November 2024)
  1. **Community building**: Invite webinar speakers to become members of the CoP and identify additional individuals/networks to join the community.
  2. **Webinars/taskforces**: Convene members around key challenges for integrated SDG approaches (agenda co-developed with members)
  3. **Database/questionnaire**: Invite members to register their integrated actions in the online database.
  4. **Build up a library of resources** for advancing integrated actions.
  5. **Host events at the HLPF and SotF** to launch the project, build community and further develop the work programme.
How to join this CoP?

• Please email us at info@stakeholderforum.org
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